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PREFACE

The goal of this series is to foster schol-
arship on campus by providing new faculty
members with the opportunity to share their
research interest with their colleagues and
students. We see the role of an academic li-
brary not only as a place where bibliographic
materials are acquired, stored, and made ac-
cessible to the intellectual community, but
also as an institution that is an active partici-
pant in the generation of knowledge.

New faculty members represent areas of
scholarship the University wishes to develop
or further strengthen. They are also among
the best minds in their respective fields of
specialization. The Morrison Library will pro-
vide an environment where the latest research
trends and research questions in these areas
can be presented and discussed.

Editorial Board



MAMELUKES IN PARIS:

FASHIONABLE TROPHIES OF FAILED NAPOLEONIC
CONQUEST



Mamelukes in Egypt
When Napoleon and his French army invaded Egypt

in 1798, a proclamation explained their motives to the
inhabitants. Napoleon's army had come to protect French
merchants from harrassment and to liberate Egyptians from
the yoke of Mameluke tyranny.' The statement clarified
that Mamelukes, not the Egyptian peoples, were the en-
emies of France (Figure 1):

For a somewhat long time, the [Mamelukel
beys that governed Egypt insulted the French
nation and covered its merchants with af-
fronts; the hour of their punishment has ar-
rived. For a very long time, this pack of slaves,
bought in Georgia and the Caucasus has
tyrannised the most beautiful part of the
world, but God, upon whom all depends, has
ordered that their empire end... Is there a
beautiful land? it belongs to the Mamelukes;
is there a beautiful slave, a beautiful horse, a
beautiful house? these belong to the
Mamelukes.2

Mamelukes, the proclamation reveals, were peculiarly
contradictory kinds of persons. They were slaves who gov-
erned; bought men who exerted tyrannical power; foreign-
ers who owned Egypt's most valuable possessions; slaves
who owned slaves.3 Napoleon was right: as the term
Mameluke itself signifies, Mamelukes were indeed "bought
men," but they were also a feudal power that dominated
Egypt for over five centuries beginning around 1230.4 The
military equestrian order originated in the thirteenth cen-
tury when a sultan bought some 12,000 boys from the
Caucasus mountains, mostly Georgians and Circassians,
to serve as an elite corps of his army. Within thirty years,
the Mamelukes had killed the reigning Sultan and estab-
lished their own rule. Although the Ottoman Empire ended
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Figure 1. After Dutertre, Mameluke, Description of Egypt,
1809-1826.

the Mameluke sultanate in the sixteenth century, the Ot-
toman pashas wielded only titulary control and the
Mameluke beys, acting as feudal lords, remained the domi-
nant power. By the eighteenth century, the situation had
become increasingly anarchic as Mameluke beys and their
bands of Mameluke warriors incessantly fought among
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themselves for the region's land and wealth.
While centuries of rule imply a dynastic lineage,

Mamelukes did not maintain power through patrilineal
succession. Instead, they relied on the acquisition of pur-
chased or abducted slaves like themselves to replenish their
ranks. During the Napoleonic period, French commenta-
tors were fascinated by the incapacity of Mamelukes to
perpetuate themselves biologically French accounts con-
sistently refer to the mysterious death of their children at
an early age:5

Of Circassian, Georgian or Muscovite origins,
[Mamelukes] cannot reproduce themselves in
Egypt, their children all die at three or four
years of age. Therefore they buy others at eight
or nine years of age who after five or six years
of exercise soon become admirable horsemen.
Their leaders owe their elevation to their
beauty, intelligence, their handling of horses,
and above all their personal courage.6

Women were, it seems, of little use in the perpetua-
tion of Mameluke power. Rather men bought boys who
were initiated into the feudal military order, and if Chris-
tian, circumcised and converted to Islam. Boys served
masters as slaves until they obtained a military command;
they were then freed, appointed personal servants, and
expected to maintain feudal allegiance to their Mameluke
lord. While possessors of harems, Mamelukes apparently
enjoyed the sexual favors of their young male purchases.
The Mameluke taste for sodomy was notorious among the
French. In the eighteenth century, Volney commented upon
this propensity, and memoirs of the Egyptian campaign
are riddled with horrified references to the Mameluke and
Bedouin practice of raping vanquished French soldiers.7
Although primarily from the Caucasus mountain region,
Mamelukes included men of many different ethnic ori-
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gins, including Greeks, Arabs, Germans, Russians, and Af-
ricans. As depictions of Mamelukes attest, racial identity
was not a distinguishing feature of Mamelukes. Instead,
as the aforementioned French memoir attests, they were
defined by their powerful military function, their costume,
and the superior characteristics that earned them mem-
bership in such an elite: Mamelukes, we are told repeat-
edly, were courageous, beautiful, opulent, aggressive, loyal,
libidinous, brutal, and fierce.

Expert horsemen, Mamelukes demonstrated extraor-
dinary bravery and aggression during combat. They were
daunting opponents, but the French army enjoyed an im-
portant advantage: if the Mamelukes were fiercely inde-
pendent warriors who hurled themselves without hesita-
tion against their enemies, the French corps were ratio-
nal, organized, and disciplined. The differences between
their respective military strategies were starkly visible. The
French army organized its soldiers into carres, squares,
against which Mamelukes threw themselves as if "against
granite."8 For example, Louis-Francois Lejeune's painting
of the Mamelukes' suicidal retreat into the sea juxtaposes
the tight ranks of the French regiments with the anarchic
desperation of the fleeing horsemen (1806).9 Disorderly,
brutal, accustomed to raping and decapitating their de-
feated enemies, Mamelukes were often derided for their
irrational barbarity by the French: "Thus costumed, with-
out formation or discipline, their gathering is a mob; their
march a crush; their combats are duels and their wars a
brigandage."'0

Of course, the undisciplined character of Mameluke
battle could also offer a mesmerizing picturesque and ro-
mantic counterpoint to the rational strategies of Enlight-
enment warfare epitomized by the carres. Contemporary
journals and memoirs by French soldiers sometimes in-
terrupt their description of desperate and frightening com-
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bat to offer reveries on the beauties of their proud and
independent, sumptuous Mameluke enemies. Similarly,
Lejeune, despite his allegiance as a military man to the
orderly and effective conduct of the French troops, privi-
leges the pictorial variety and interest offered by the
outsized Mamelukes, so animate and individualized rela-
tive to the majority of the diminutive French soldiers, re-
duced in large part to the tedious replication of red spots,
white lines, and beige daubs.

To sum up thus far: Mamelukes were astonishingly
fluid signs, neither circumscribed by race nor by national
origins nor even by allegiance. For Napoleonic France,
they were beautiful Oriental warriors, but the Orient was
signified not by attributes of birth but by adopted prac-
tices: costume, religion, and military skills. Slaves turned
tyrants-Christians turned Muslims-the rapists ofmen-
the owners of harems-virile but incapable of generation-
the Mamelukes confounded categories in perplexing ways,
but they also stood for much that would interest a post-
Revolutionary French army with imperial ambitions.
Mamelukes were, after all, foreign-soldiers who dominated
Egypt for centuries. They were a ruling elite defined not
by bloodlines but by supreme contracts of allegiance
among its members. They also represented a masculine
military caste capable of perpetuating its power indepen-
dently of women. Here was a fraternity that in fantastic
ways bypassed the problem of women's exclusion or
marginalization from military society The model was not,
of course, practicable (although Napoleon was quick to
purchase slaves to replenish his dwindling military forces),
but it was as intriguing as it was alien and threatening.''
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Mamelukes in Paris
Mamelukes were in the end too fascinating to pass

up. As early as October 1799, Napoleon decided to incor-
porate Mamelukes into his army'12 Upheavals of war and
the defeat of their leaders had left Mamelukes roaming the
region. Many willingly transferred their loyalties to Sultan
Kebir, as Bonaparte was called by Egyptians. Indeed, there
was such an abundance of Mamelukes that Napoleon as-
signed ten to each General and six to generals of the bri-
gade.'3 Many of these Mamelukes accompanied their
French officers when they retreated in defeat to Paris be-
tween 1799 and 1801. Napoleon was accompanied by
Roustam, a young Mameluke of Georgian and Christian
origins whom he had received as a diplomatic gift (Figure
2). Abducted as a child while travelling by sea with his
mother and sisters, Roustam had been circumcised, con-
verted, and trained as a warrior. By the age of fifteen, his
life had been typically chaotic, having suffered the poi-
soning of one master and the betrayal of another. Upon
his first night as Napoleon's Mameluke, he was told to
sleep outside the General's door. He would continue to do
so, even during military campaigns, until the Empire fell
in 1814.14

Mamelukes were formally incorporated within the
Napoleonic army in 1801 when Bonaparte created an of-
ficial regiment of Mamelukes. The desire to include them
in the army was apparently sufficiently compelling to out-
weigh their many disadvantages. Because Mamelukes were
defined by their splendor, they were costly to maintain.
Reports in police bulletins of grumblings among ill-paid
troops suggest there could have been resentment of these
opulently attired foreigners.15 Nor was the transplant of
aggressive warriors to France free of violent incident.'6
Heckling by a crowd at a market in Paris led one well-
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Figure 2. After Vivant Denon, Roustam, c. 1802.

respected Mameluke commander to open fire; two "strong"
Parisian workers were killed and Napoleon was forced to
explain to the arrested Mameluke that rules of conduct
were different in Paris.'7 Another police report mentions
Mamelukes wielding swords and sabres at a lemonade
stand; fortunately, in this case, the warriors fled and left
only broken bottles.'8

However, despite this evidence of cultural misunder-
standings and hostility, Napoleon chose to identify his re-
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gime prominently with the Mamelukes. Not only did the
government decide to support the expensive Mameluke
corps as a highly visible showpiece, often at the head of
other regiments in parades and military entries, but Na-
poleon privileged his Mameluke Roustam as one of his
most intimate servants and guards.'9 Bonaparte's reasons
for continually displaying Mamelukes are not difficult to
surmise. Most simply, Mamelukes in Paris were trophies
of conquest. The vicious and powerful enemy had been
brought home and transformed into domesticated servant,
luxuriant ornament, and obedient guard dog. Almost al-
ways by his side, Roustam stood as Napoleon's six-foot
booty from Egypt.20 Mamelukes in Paris defined Napole-
onic France as an empire.

Not surprisingly, despite the hostility of some soldiers
and lemonade vendors, Mamelukes became a fad in Paris.
Marching at the head of the parading troops, they offered
the French public a dazzling Oriental spectacle. Savvy en-
trepreneurs made Mamelukes the subject of vaudevilles
and novels; their clothes were celebrated in fashion.2'
Thanks to the arts administrator and Egyptophile Vivant
Denon, Napoleon and his guests could lift their espresso
cups to see the portrait of a Mameluke, even Roustam him-
self, in their saucers (Figure 3). Or the consumption of an
apple tart might reveal the picturesque beauty of Mameluke
warfare on a dessert plate.22 Joseph Lavallee's Lettres d'un
Mameluck of 1803 ridiculed the exploitation of Mamelukes
in fashion and theater, even as he took advantage of the
same lucrative marketing strategy. His protagonist writes
to his friend:

The eve of my arrival, [French women] were
all dressed as one was 3,000 years ago [that
is, in antique fashions]. I arrive: suddenly they
are a la mameluck, and the librairies no longer
have enough of Norden or of Volney But as
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Figure 3. Manufacture de Sevres, Napoleon's Egyptian Cabaret,
1809-1810.

these women never had seen Mameluke
women, and I was the doll that served as the
patron saint of this new madness, voila, all
without thinking of it, dressed as men.23

.While Lavallee is misleading when he implies that
feminine Orientalizing fashion entailed the cross-dressing
of women as men, he aptly describes the feminization of
Mameluke attire. Parisian women, not men, appropriated
sartorial details a la mameluck as ornaments and accesso-
ries: within the circles of high fashion, turbans and vaguely
orientalizing flowing overgowns and puffed sleeves became
the rage.24 Paris couture thereby feminized the dress of a
virile warrior caste, but it also infantalized it (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Fashion plate, Parisian Costumes, c. 1802.

As this fashion plate reveals, fashionable mothers enjoyed
the piquancy of dressing their children in full Mameluke
regalia. Children were thereby disturbingly likened to
Mamelukes-the mere a la mode promenaded with her di-
minutive pre-pubescent substitute for a virile Oriental
warrior-slave.25 The fad of dressing children as Mamelukes
lasted throughout the Empire: one of the many hallucina-
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tory details of Napoleonic history is the entourage of thirty
children dressed a la Mameluck who greeted Napoleon
when he was crossing the Pyrenees in 1808.26

When the Mamelukes first came to France, Egypt was
still occupied by the French army. But as our crowd of
children in the Pyrenees reveals, the mania for things and
persons Mameluke survived the ultimate loss of Egypt to
the British army in the summer of 1801. Mamelukes there-
fore served as an ongoing reminder of the regime's impe-
rial aspirations despite the fact that the Egyptian campaign
had been disastrous; Napoleon's hasty abandonment of his
troops when he returned to Paris in 1799 was only the
climax of a series of ambiguous losses and retreats. Ru-
mors and scandals about the army's disorganization, mis-
treatment of soldiers, abhorrent massacres, excessive bru-
tality, and loss of control proliferated both in Egypt and
France-promoted, of course, by English anti-Bonapartist
propaganda.27

The Egyptian campaign had been a debacle but it was
known only second-hand in France. The job for the Na-
poleonic regime was to control its representation: this did
not mean simply rewriting the failed conquest but mar-
shalling the scandal in service of Napoleon's government.
The regime needed to shape the expedition's violence and
horror into some manageable form, making failure into a
titillating kind of glamor. Elsewhere, I have argued that
Gros's depiction of the agonies of orientalized, plague-
stricken Frenchmen in 1804 offered one such orchestra-
tion of instability on behalf of the regime.28 Bringing
Mamelukes to Paris, lining them up, and making a parade
of them, constituted another far less subtle but similarly
unstable representation of the Egyptian campaign in
France. After all, the very glamor of the Mamelukes re-
sided in their association with excessive violence, tyranny,
and illicit sexuality
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When Roustam stood (or reclined) at Napoleon's side
as in Charles Meynier's Emperor's Return to the Island of
Lobau after the Battle of Essling (1812) and Roehn's Bivouac
of the Emperor on the Battlefield ofWagram (1810), he func-
tioned as the ruler's splendid ornament but also as his enig-
matic shadow (Figure 5).29 If servitude in Napoleon's court
was registered by a phlegmatic reticence and refusal of
expressive legibility, how was one to read Roustam's dead-
pan countenance-decorous conduct was all too easily
conflated with Oriental inscrutability What secrets did
Napoleon's intimate servant hide? One early biographer
evoked the sense of mystery attending the pairing of Na-
poleon and Roustam: "Particular and very important but
still unknown services earned him General Bonaparte's lim-
itless confidence and most intimate attachment."30 Public
display might establish a measured and formal distance
between ruler and servant, between France and the Ori-
ent, but the Mameluke's power and popularity resided in
his evocation of libidinal excesses. An intimate pairing of
Frenchman and Mameluke could not but elicit curiosity
Napoleon exploited the Mameluke's allure but attempted
to control its scandalous associations: while one memoir
refers to Napoleon's preference for Roustam's forceful mas-
sage during his baths, the emperor consistently avoided
physical contact with his Oriental servant in public.31 In
public presentations and pictures like Ducis's portrait of
Napoleon with his nieces and nephews, the relation be-
tween Napoleon and Roustam was characterized by a con-
sistently maintained interval.32

Nevertheless, behind official self-presentations lurked
a question: what services did slave provide master when
hidden from public scutiny? Anti-Bonapartists exploited
the mystery surrounding Bonaparte's relationship to his
Mamelukes and repeatedly depicted the imported warriors
as the Corsican tyrant's henchmen. According to these op-
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Figure 5. Charles Meynier, Emperor's Return to the Island of Lobau after the Battle of
Essling, 1812.

positional textual and visual accounts, Mamelukes were
responsible for the assassination of numerous Royalist
martyrs, including the Duc d'Enghien and Pichegru, who
died within weeks of each other in the spring of 1804, the
year of Bonaparte's coronation as emperor (Figure 6).33 If
the Napoleonic government asserted that the Republican
General turned Royalist had strangled himself in his prison
cell, anti-Bonapartist caricatures ridiculed the claim and
depicted the brutal violence of Mamelukes behind closed
doors. The Mamelukes who murdered Pichegru were pur-
portedly shot in turn to insure silence. Here, these prints
suggest, is the truth about Mamelukes in Paris: tyranny
depends upon barbarism and barbarism begets further
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Figure 6. Anonymous print, Pichegru Strangled by Mamelukes
sent by Bonaparte, 1814-5.

barbarism. Here, too, is the consequence of contact be-
tween Frenchman and Oriental warrior. Behind public dis-
play lurks the clandestine violence and death required to
maintain despotic rule.
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Napoleon as Foreigner
Napoleon had invited such conflations of his regime

and the Mamelukes. If Roustam partly functioned as a foil
to Napoleon, he also served as the ruler's attribute. Con-
trasts, of course, constitute intimate pairings; foils risk be-
coming resemblances. Did the figuration of the East within
Napoleonic iconography secure the Empire's identity as
the West or invite identification between the two? The
question posed by colonial encounter is always the direc-
tion of influence. Did Napoleon bring the Revolutionary
tricolor to the Orient or did the Orient transform the then
Republican General into a pasha (Figure 7)?34 And, wasn't
it true that Napoleon, in fact, resembled Roustam? During
the Egyptian campaign, Bonaparte had, of course, flirted
with such ambiguities, opportunistically presenting him-
self as a supporter of Islam. Indeed, Sultan Kebir did not
stop short of suggesting that the entire French army might
convert to Islam. Long and serious, if insincere, negotiations
were conducted: could French soldiers be exempted from
circumcision and the prohibition of their beloved wine? 35

That Napoleon's willingness to behave like a chameleon
rendered him vulnerable to attack is suggested by anti-
Bonapartist prints as well as pamphlet literature. One British
satirical tract of 1803 called Bonaparte's Will underscored
Napoleon's hybrid nature and linked it directly to Roustam:
in its first lines, "Brutus Ali Napoleon Bonaparte" is described
as a sacriligeous and mongrel opportunist, part Jacobin clas-
sicizing secularist, hence "Brutus," part Muslim, hence "Ali,"
part Christian, who readily sacrificed Christian church and
monarchy to his beloved Mameluke Roustam:

In the name ofmy trinity, the Goddess of Rea-
son, Mahomet the Prophet, and Pius the Pope;
We the most great, most magnanimous, and
most puissant Brutus Aly Napoleon
Bonaparte...do declare...
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Figure 7. Anonymous print, Untitled, 1814-5.

To our most beloved and dearest Ibrahim
Rostan, Mameluke, we give and bequeath af-
ter our decease, the crown of Henry IV, the
sceptre of Saint Louis, and the throne of
France and Navarre, the sovereignty and sov-
ereign disposal of the lives and fortunes of
thirty millions of Frenchmen, of six millions
of Italians, of seven millions of Spaniards, of
two millions of Helvetians, and of three mil-
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lions of Batavians, (except as is hereafter ex-
cepted) and we enjoin and charge all the world
to acknowledge, adore, and respect this
Mameluke, Ibrahim Rostan, the African, as the
natural and legal successor of us, Brutus Aly
Napoleon Bonaparte, the Corsican.36

For this author, one aberration matched another; the
Corsican tyrant was like a Mameluke, and Europe was sac-
rificed to a succession of monsters.

It has become clear thus far that Mamelukes were as
extraordinarily complicated in Paris as they had been in
Egypt. On the one hand, they were trophies of conquest:
ferocity domesticated and made orderly and subservient.
On the other hand, the barbarism, brutality, and illicit sexu-
ality that constituted the basis of the Mamelukes' allure
continually threatened to exceed the regime's control. The
dance between Napoleon and the Mamelukes was a deli-
cate one to sustain: how could the Oriental enemy simul-
taneously be empowered and disempowered? Bonaparte
relied on the potential danger posed by the Mamelukes in
order to demonstrate his own control over it. To that end,
it was necessary through salon paintings, even dessert
plates, to remind Parisian society of the Mamelukes' au-
thority in the Orient. If the Mamelukes had become en-
tirely domesticated, infantilized, costumed dummies, they
would no longer have enhanced the regime and France
would have seemed a place where the warrior became soft,
not disciplined. At the same time, and here is the delicacy
of the dance, Napoleon needed to set limits: to control
their power, irrationality and volatility and to distance him-
self from their illicit sexuality It would not do to have
Mamelukes shooting Parisian workers, nor to have them
become the object of scandalous erotic desires.
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Girodet's Revolt of Cairo (1810)
Mamelukes circulated in the streets, theaters, salons

and palaces of Paris, but they also inhabited the space of
the studio. French women might append the signs of the
Mameluke to their own bodies, but French men could
appropriate them in other ways, whether as elite cavalry
within their military maneuvers, as protagonists of their
novels and dessert plates, or as splendid accessories within
their paintings. The painter Girodet was a passionate col-
lector of these men. If a late nineteenth-century French
illustrator enjoyed imagining a Mameluke sporting his
umbrella against inclement Parisian weather and knock-
ing upon Girodet's door, the painter's biographer and stu-
dent informs us that Mamelukes would be better portrayed
on the other side of that threshold. During the painting of
the Revolt of Cairo of 1810, Mamelukes, Coupin tells us,
quite literally inhabited Girodet's studio:

Girodet made no other painting with such
verve, speed and confidence; his humor was
gay; he was surrounded by Mamelukes who,
as it were, resided with him, and whose beauty
electrified him.37

While Girodet had previously made portraits and
sketches of exotic men, the government's commission of
the Revolt of Cairo represented an all together surprising
and unprecedented opportunity for the embittered Royal-
ist artist to paint a large scale history painting that not
only featured Mamelukes as protagonists but as insurgents
(Figure 8).38 The extent to which this would delight
Girodet is attested by [an unpublished] letter he wrote in
exasperation to an intimate confidante: "We [artists] are
all regimented although we don't wear a uniform. Brush
to the right, pencil to the left, advance march and we
march."3 The letter not only registers the painter's frus-
trations and anger regarding the regime's disciplined con-
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Figure 8. Anne Louis Girodet, Revolt of Cairo, 1810

trol over the visual arts but equates authoritarian coercion
with military regimentation and its uniforms.

Napoleon's arts administrator, Vivant Denon, had
rightly mistrusted the subject of colonial revolt from its
very inception.40 An eyewitness to the rebellion, Denon
found the uprising fundamentally ill-suited to pictorial
composition. Revolt was far too disorderly and fragmented:
it did not offer pictorial masses; in overdetermined ways,
it did not lend itself to organization. Perhaps for these rea-
sons, Denon failed to provide Girodet with the detailed
program that normatively prescribed the subject, even the
composition, of the final work. The government was, there-
fore, atypically careless: it accorded an artist with opposi-
tional Royalist sympathies an unsupervised commission
to represent a colonial uprising. While many of Girodet's
Napoleonic commissions attest to his boredom and lack
of commitment, his immense tableau of 1810, the Revolt
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of Cairo, stands as an exception. He prepared dozens and
dozens of sketches for the work. Of these, only a couple
were devoted to the French soldiers.4'

Girodet's answer to the pictorial challenges posed by
revolt was to adapt the simple opposition of Romulus and
Tatius in his master David's Intervention of the Sabines of
1799. Like David, Girodet focuses upon two oversized fig-
ure groups placed at either side of a shallow foreground
space. By doing so, he placed Mameluke and Frenchman
on level ground in hand to hand combat, unlike the far
more characteristic hierarchical arrangement of French-
men and "Orientals" in Gros's Battle of the Pyramids of 1810.

However, in contrast to David's painting, which fea-
tures two naked men, Girodet differentiates the excessively
ornamented, paper-thin French hussar at left from the
masterfully rendered, emphatically modelled male nude,
the ferocious and imposing Mameluke warrior who
clutches a sword with one hand and a swooning Mameluke
bey with the other. Compared to the complicated, en-
tangled system of bodies at right, the French soldier offers
a fully visible and discrete silhouette. He is a solitary fig-
ure. The only Frenchman to occupy the foreground, he is
distinguished in costume and placement from the helmeted
dragoons at the painting's center. Although Mamelukes
characteristically hurled themselves individually against
the unified carre of the French regiment, Girodet has in-
verted this opposition. Instead, the French hussar attempts
to penetrate the dense and agitated wedge of figures that
rises up and over the immovable naked Mameluke war-
rior. While it would be possible to interpret positively such
an isolated figure as a sign of autonomy and individual
self-sufficiency, the hussar garners neither authority nor
sympathy. Rather than accruing romantic qualities of in-
dependent heroism, the French protagonist spins like a
pinwheel.
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Reversing the relative importance of the bold French
officer and the partly visible Oriental servant in Francois
Gerard's portrait of Joachim Murat, Girodet prominently
displays the Mamelukes and eclipses the French hussar's
face by a cast shadow (Figure 9). Despite his tight fitting
clothing, Girodet's French protagonist remains a flattened
pattern of rotating limbs. The problem is partly due, as
even one of Girodet's most vociferous supporters felt com-
pelled to admit, to the out-sized scale of the uniformed
figure. In contrast to the nude Mameluke whose giant pro-
portions only render him more imposing, the exaggerated
scale of the French soldier awkwardly strikes us as an ag-
gregation of discrete and gigantic pieces of clothing. Boots,
pants, jacket, cape, we dress him like a paper doll.

By contrast, the naked Mameluke warrior is irresist-
ibly charismatic, the very center of a series of homosocial
dramas of loyalty, violent aggression, and self-sacrifice. Here
for Girodet and viewer alike, the plot becomes fascinat-
ing. Referring to the antique sculptures known as the sui-
cidal Gaul, as well as the Menelaos and Patroclus figure
group, the virile warrior stands fully unclothed fiercely
protecting the opulently costumed collapsing Mameluke
bey, whose small knife wound at the neck remains all but
invisible.42 In Girodet's painting of colonial warfare, it is
the insurgents, not the French colonizers, who are aligned
with the classical narratives of passion, loyalty, and cour-
age so revered within the French tradition.

Girodet renders the naked Mameluke's body with a
convincing volumetric substantiality despite the fact that
it is almost split down its middle, half occluded by the
fully dressed bey. Indeed, one critic's description of this
figure group as a hydra with many heads is apt even if
"orientalist". Together naked Mameluke, black man, and
expiring Mameluke bey function as a composite being,
one moreover that enacts a temporal unfolding of erotic
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Figure 9. Fran~ois Gerard, Joachim Murat, 1801.

plot. The central Mameluke warrior is provided attributes
by the contrasting men whose bodies are interlocked with
his own. And the sexual narrative is laughably explicit: at
left, closest to the attacking French troops, the wholly
phallic aggression of the ferocious black man, who in one
hand holds a decapitated Frenchman's head and in the
other a broad hooked dagger that springs up and out from
the standing naked warrior's groin; at center the bronze
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nude who rises up, erect, concentrated, his uppermost
appendage about to explode in a violent upward thrust; at
right, the post-ejaculatory collapse of the passive effemi-
nate Mameluke bey, whose falling hand and slender sword
limply descend from the elaborately and ambiguously
masked genitals of his protector. The erotic fantasy circu-
lating around the beautiful undressed Mameluke is unre-
lenting, moreover, in its phallic obsessiveness: no less than
four swords spiral out from the gleaming and rippling
muscular torso, compensating in a frenzied overstatement
for his hidden genitals.

The progression of skin color among these three men
is far from arbitrary: black man as crouching enactment of
the lower body's mindless aggression; standing bronze
Mameluke as handsome dignified warrior of stature; the
pale-skinned swooning bey, like the woman in Girodet's
earlier Deluge, as beautiful effeminate foil to the sublimity
of his defender. Likened by one critic to a tiger viciously
protective of its bloody prey, the naked black man bears
the burden of embodying the pejorative aspects of bar-
baric savagery. Significantly, while blacks were sometimes
Mamelukes, in Girodet's tableau, the black man is distin-
guished from the other two figures by his squatting ani-
mal-like position as well as his role as the perpetrator of
decapitation. As in most depictions of the Egyptian cam-
paign, which subordinated naked black slaves to the virile
heroic actions of the Mamelukes, Girodet distinguishes roles
according to the markers of race. The repugnant violence of
the black man is differentiated from the defensive and coura-
geous posture of the central Mameluke protagonist, and this
despite the fact that decapitation of enemies in Egypt was
particularly associated with Mamelukes, not with slaves.

Contrast this image of a ferocious and brutish black
aggressor with the artist's 1797 portrait of the dignified
Deputy Belley from Saint-Domingue, whose heroic speech
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to the National Assembly led to the abolition of slavery in
France. To compare the two works is to traverse the dis-
tance in twenty years between the utopian egalitarian vi-
sion of the Revolution and the reactionary politics of the
Napoleonic Empire, between Girodet's youth and middle
age.43 By 1803 the Napoleonic government had reinstated
slavery, and violent colonial uprisings in Saint-Domingue
had led to the denunciation of the blacks who cut white
colonizers' throats and whose bloodiness was understood
to surpass even that of Robespierre.44 That Royalists re-
peatedly compared insubordinate blacks with Jacobins
during the Napoleonic Empire is certainly relevant here:
in the Revolt of Cairo, decapitation is undoubtedly associ-
ated with savagery and irrational, one might say mob, vio-
lence.

The accounts of horrific and animal-like fighting in
Saint-Domingue constituted Girodet's materials in a paint-
ing of colonial insubordination. Those revolts had occurred
in 1803, the Revolt of Cairo a full five years earlier. How-
ever, to see the tableau as condemnatory would be to miss
entirely the pleasures Girodet derives from such violence,
as well as the ways insubordination offered an oppositional
painter the means to express his own resistance to the
Napoleonic regime. Girodet's picture celebrates erotic con-
tact between men even as it depicts its costs-decapita-
tion, defeat, and death. Unlike Gros's meditation on the
threatening dissolution of difference in the shadowy re-
cesses of the Orient in the Plague-Stricken ofJaffa, Girodet's
painting does not conjure the horrors of loss of identity,
the loss of difference. Rather he delights in the intermin-
gling, the interlocking of things and peoples who remain
discrete-the thrill is born of the contact between such
disparate entities. Compressed, clotted, airless, strangely
indifferent to gravity and the weight of things, the curling
wave of turmoil in The Revolt of Cairo is constituted by the
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interlocking of heterogeneous materials, but it does not
describe their melting away or their metamorphosis.
Girodet is flirting with illegibility but not dissolution here-
instead revolt is depicted as the clatter of polished frag-
ments, as an excessive intersection of parts, the havoc of
metonymic propulsion, resting nowhere, part always lead-
ing to other parts. Violent colonial encounter permits con-
tact between disparate kinds: metal and cloth, leopard and
gleaming gold, spheres and hooks, nipples and phallic
weapons, fur and silk, pistols and swords, dark skin and
light skin, shoulders and armpits, elbows and knees. So
many arbitrary conjoinings: the pale shoulder of one race
and the uplifted arm of another as awkwardly, but magi-
cally kissing black and white wings, or enemies holding
hands, one small and pale, the other gloved and tense.
The picture's peculiarity partly results from Girodet's ob-
sessive drive to description, his celebration of polished
edges, and love of emphatic contours.

Among the kissing intersection of discrete and dispar-
ate polished fragments, none is more stunning than the
intersection of decapitated pale golden-haired head, black
arm and bronze Mameluke leg. Here is the tableau's most
sustained site of contact between Frenchman and insur-
gent warriors of the Orient. The beautiful severed head
and the dying ornamented Mameluke bey offer mirror
images of unconsciousness, passivity, and I would argue,
a form of pleasure.45 Naked black man and naked
Mameluke, both aggressive warriors with mirroring up-
lifted arms and phallic swords, each bear their passive,
fair and lovely partners. But the elegant swooning head is
serene and content as it caresses the leg of the Mameluke.
Like Goethe's description of the Medusa Rondanini as "a
state between death and life, pain and pleasure," Girodet's
depiction of the decapitated French soldier's head, replete
with softly twisting tendrils, reveals a fascination with in-
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commensurate experience: the pleasures of touch on the
part of the unfeeling; the gentle caress enjoyed by the vio-
lently dismembered.46 The head, Girodet tells us, suc-
cumbed to the black man's savage assault but also achieved
a form of intimacy with the Mameluke.

Finally Frenchman and Mameluke touch-the formal
distance between Napoleon and Roustam collapses.
Girodet exploits the tension engendered by their proxim-
ity, and resolves the transgressive and electrified eroticism
between Frenchman and Mameluke in the orgiastic bliss
of death. If Girodet relies upon a racial hierarchy to enact
his drama of violation and ecstasy, it would be wrong to
pry apart his three-man composite as though we were
describing actual men: Girodet did not bestialize the black
man in order to secure the heroism and desirability of his
Mameluke love object. Rather the object of Girodet's "fe-
verish" desire, the Mameluke, was most effectively given
form by accumulating its disparate aspects, its discrepant
potentialities: violator-sodomite-sodomized-mascu-
line aggressor-feminine object-hard body-soft cloth-
metal weapons-master-slave--death-ecstasy. Black
skin, brown skin, white skin, only all three men together
adequately evoked the contradictory, volatile, fluid, and
potent character of the signifier Mameluke.

In the Revolt of Cairo, Girodet revelled in the license
afforded by a colonial uprising; violence and mayhem of-
fered him the means to represent a frenzied, but sustained
contact between men. If the intersections between differ-
ent kinds ofmen was premissed upon their accidental and
fleeting character, the tableau locks them immovably into
a highly organized and choreographed studio performance.
Above all, the Revolt of Cairo is a studio piece, an extrava-
gant compilation of laborious and loving studies of props
and men. It is a demonstration of Girodet's power to ma-
nipulate and pose Mamelukes, but it is also a triumphant
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challenge to the Napoleonic regime's shabby and anemic
iconography of the Orient. Here, the painting spits out, is
the Mameluke, and against him the French soldier in full
military uniform spins like an ineffectual doll. Here is the
body hidden behind boots and buttons. Here is a true
warrior and here is the eloquent homoeroticism of man to
man violence. These truths are enacted behind the closed
doors of the studio, but the painter, unlike the Emperor,
moves such truths into the public space of the salon exhi-
bition.

Napoleon had incorporated the Mamelukes within his
imperial iconography, but he had attempted to distance
himself from their brutal and transgressive associations.
Girodet's painting refused such trivialization of the Orien-
tal warrior. However, if Girodet's painting transgressed the
government's own self-representation, this is not to say he
was able to metamorphose the Mamelukes into an oppo-
sitional term. Rather, the tableau demonstrated that the
imperialist militaristic state was underpinned by such un-
acceptable excesses. Despite Girodet's own love affair with
these compelling, purportedly Oriental bodies, Mamelukes
were inextricably tied to Napoleon's regime. After the
empire fell in 1814-15, Royalists harshly attacked
Mamelukes, and even, ironically and tragically, blacks be-
cause they were understood to be representative of
Napoleon's interests. In Marseilles, where many Mamelukes
and Egyptian refugees had settled, bloody massacres took
place. Some Mamelukes were deported while others fled.
Dark skinned persons wore signs on their backs to pro-
tect themselves against the onslaught. In those bloody
months, the population ofMamelukes was reduced by two-
thirds.

At the fall of the Empire, anti-Bonapartist tracts at-
tacked Napoleon for many sins, including homosexuality
and a taste for perpetual violence against the French people.
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A British polemicist named Lewis Goldsmith explicitly
accused Napoleon of sharing Socrates' vice. Goldsmith
associated the Emperor not only with the well-known sod-
omitical practices of his arch-chancellor, Cambaceres, but
also with Mamelukes:

He had two tastes rarely united in the same
man; he was dissolute with women and he
was prone [?] to the vice of which Socrates
was falsely accused. His Arch-Chancellor
Cambaceres marvellously followed him in this
shameful penchant! I would not be astonished
if in order to imitate Nero in everything, he
did not one day marry one of his pages and
one of his Mamelukes. 47

Another tract by Goldsmith described Roustam as "the
wife of Napoleon, the husband of Josephine."48

Several caricatures underscored that homosexuality
and carnage were the defining characteristics of the Na-
poleonic regime (Figure 10). Typically, the two vices were
linked in representations that featured Cambaceres and
Napoleon. As these prints explicitly warned their viewers,
the vices of homosexuality and perpetual violence were
dangerous in themselves but they became fatal in tandem;
indeed they led to the end of the world, "la fin du monde."
Royalists thereby described the Napoleonic government
as both destructive and incapable of procreation. In one
print, the busts of Cambaceres and Napoleon rest upon a
pedestal that features both a naked man cleaving a many-
breasted statue of nature, and a tangle of weapons. Simi-
larly, in another caricature, the Corsican tyrant wields
weapons and scythe as he marches over the bodies of dead
men, while Cambaceres refuses to procreate and turns his
back on a group of grieving women. Characteristically, a
sword juts out from his buttocks to underscore his pre-
ferred sexual activity; the cannons below Bonaparte's legs
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Figure 10. Anonymous print, La Fin du Monde, 1814-5.

repeat this trajectory, twice firing at the fleeing soldier's
lower body while obfuscating it in smoke.

Like Girodet's painting, the caricature suggests that
Napoleon's exclusively masculine society entailed the re-
peated violation of men's bodies. The Revolt of Cairo had
also represented total annihilation, the very end of the
world. The difference, of course, lies in the evaluation of
such imminent and complete violation. The caricature,
despite its humor, is a less complicated image. Massacre is
perpetrated by aggressors against victims; homosexuality
is the taste of homely and gluttonous fools. In contrast to
the Revolt, the caricature does not celebrate the electrified
beauty of exclusively masculine societies. Instead, the
emphasis of the print is that a society premissed upon
carnage and homosexuality threatens the world with ex-
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tinction. The Mameluke fraternity among warrior-men
incapable of procreation was not tenable. To rape and
murder men and neglect women was to fail to repopulate
the world. The First Empire had proven the Mameluke, as
well as the imaginary Revolutionary fraternal order, per-
verse and short-sighted.

While France's population was not, in fact, on the verge
of annihilation, Mamelukes were threatened by extinction
even before the counter-Revolutionary massacres of 1814-
15. In 1802, Turkey had forbidden the exportation of
slaves from the Balkans.50 In 1811, the last Egyptian
Mamelukes were slaughtered in circumstances very much
like the revolt depicted by Girodet the previous year.
Mohammed Ali, known as the father of modern Egypt,
had gathered the Mamelukes in the citadel of Cairo and
murdered them one and all.5' In France, continuous war
had taken its toll and the bellicose Mameluke corps had
suffered, particularly-and here is another tragic irony-
during the campaigns fought against the Spaniards who
valiantly resisted Napoleonic domination, attested by
Goya's painting of May 2, 1808, which depicts Spaniards
pitted against Mamelukes.

Astonishingly, we have a photographic record from
the 1860s of one of the last members of Napoleon's
Mameluke corps (Figure 1 1).52 The Second Empire col-
lected the detritus of the earlier glorious epoch:
septagenarian veterans of Napoleonic wars were found,
shuffled out to a photographer's studio and dressed up in
their military costumes, now adapted to accomodate bod-
ies either broadened or dessicated by old age. Jauntily, fee-
bly, this Mameluke peers out from under the teetering
weight of his ostentatious and shabbily theatrical regalia.
Unlike Girodet's frozen spectacle of the annihilation of
beautiful young men, this Mameluke offers the haunting
spectre of the aged imperial warrior. His name is Francois
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Figure 11. Anonymous photograph, Mameluke
(Francois Ducel), Second Empire, c. 1860.

Ducel, and he was born in the year of the Revolution in
the provinces of France. He represents one of the so-called
second Mamelukes, enlisted by Napoleon in 1813, three
years after the painting of the Revolt of Cairo, when the
first Mamelukes from Egypt were dying out. Even as his
Empire crumbled, Napoleon insisted upon maintaining
his corps of Oriental warriors; if Girodet's painting refuses
to brook any possibility that identity is malleable-that
difference between men can dissolve-Napoleon was far
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Figure 12. Anonymous print, Le Nec plus ultra du cannibalisme,
1814-5.

more pragmatic. At the end of the Empire, Mamelukes
could be Frenchmen, but of course, this means that French-
men, or rather Corsicans, might also prove themselves to
be Mamelukes (Figure 12).
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pp. 340-1.
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